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Abstract
The theme of this article is value capture in the context of executive search. We build on literature in economic
sociology and organisational theory that demonstrates that relationships contribute to creation of economic value
and addresses how thus-created economic value is distributed amongst participants in transactions. In our context
transactions consist of search firm commencing a concluding searches for appropriate candidates for executive
vacancies at hiring firms. This research examines what kinds of pre-existing relationships with candidates enable
search firms to complete searches quicker and thus capture more value. It derives hypotheses from literature on
learning and socialisation in relationships, and tests them with a sample of 924 searches conducted by a global
executive search firm between January 2005 and May 2009. We found evidence of learning in relationships that
supports value capture (with delayed effect). Specifically, value captured due to relationship-based learning can
be almost half greater than when there is absence of such learning. Our findings extend the literature on value
creation and value capture through relationships and demonstrate that value may be captured in situations that
are not strictly competitive. We discuss the limitations of our study and indicate how the combination of findings
and limitations opens avenues for future research.
Keywords: executive search, fixed effects regression, learning, panel data, relationships, trust, value capture
1. Introduction
Scholars have long been interested in economic value, i.e. the monetary value of a good or service to an
economic actor. One line of work, associated with economic sociology and organisational theory, has provided
rich body of evidence that highlights the role of relationships between economic actors in creation of economic
value in transactions. Researchers have demonstrated that specific patterns of relationships can aid in getting a
job (Granovetter, 1973), improve probability of survival and loan conditions (Uzzi, 1996, 1997, 1999) and
improve probability of repeat exchanges (Gulati, 1995). Relationships have also been shown to play an important
role in generation of economic value in labour markets and workplace more broadly. Workers who have joined
organisations via referrals, as opposed to other means, have been shown to stay longer and perform better
(Fernandez, Castilla, & Moore, 2000; Castilla, 2005; Petersen, Saporta, & Seidel, 2000). Jointly, these studies
make a compelling and empirically rigorous case for the argument that relationships directly affect the
magnitude of economic value that is generated in economic transactions.
Whilst the question, „do relationships contribute to creation of economic value?‟ has received significant and
substantial attention in the literature cited above, less is known about how thus-created economic value is
distributed amongst participants in transactions. Extant literature suggests that on the whole transactions based
on pre-existing relationships among actors are economically beneficial and generally do not create significant
offsetting costs for parties to the transactions. The question remains as to whether some actors capture more
value that is generated than others, and if that is the case, how does that happen? This question has received little
treatment in the literature and hence remains a research gap. This article endeavours to address that gap.
Specifically, the article focuses on what drives value capture in transactions based on pre-existing relationships.
Even though this is a rarely addressed question, there is evidence in recent literature that some parties in
transactions based on pre-existing relationships capture significant value (Fernandez-Mateo, 2007; Bidwell &
Fernandez-Mateo, 2010). There is thus a case to explore how value capture materialises in more detail and that is
what is addressed below.
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This article addresses value capture by executive search firms. Executive search is a process that takes place in
the recruitment market for executives, where executive search firms, acting as agents of the firms hiring into
executive positions, source candidates for vacancies. In this context, the value that executive search firms
capture is associated with completing searches quicker. This research examines what kinds of pre-existing
relationships with candidates enable search firms to complete searches quicker. It associates the pre-existing
relationships with learning and trust. It derives hypotheses from literature on learning and socialisation in
relationships, and tests them with a sample of 924 searches conducted by a global executive search firm between
January 2005 and May 2009. We found evidence of learning in relationships that supports value capture (with
delayed effect). We also hypothesised an effect on value capture of trust development in relationships, yet we
haven‟t found that effect in the data.
Our findings provide four contributions to the literature on value capture: first, they provide further evidence that
value capture is enabled by prior relationships between actors in the transaction. Second, they suggest that social
support/trust and learning that flow through relationships may have a distinct effect on the ability of actors to
capture value; in some contexts, such as our context of executive search, learning may be the key to value
capture. Third, value capture may be a delayed effect of relationships developed over a period of time. Fourth,
value may be captured in situations that are not strictly competitive, on the basis of a relationship with
non-competitor. We discuss the limitations of our study and indicate how the combination of findings and
limitations opens avenues for future research.
1.1 Learning, Trust and Value Capture
Study of relationships and economic value has produced a substantial body of literature. Common to various
strands of this literature is that they all assume that relationships produce flows between actors that impact the
outcomes of transactions (Podolny & Baron, 1997; Podolny, 2001). The strands can be broadly categorised into
information-based view and socialisation-based view. For information-based view, key flow in relationships is
information. Detailed, rich information that gets produced and exchanged in relationships enables actors to learn
about each other. For socialisation-based view, the key flow in relationships is social support, which may through
time engender trust. In the sections below we provide more detail about the key premises of the two views. We
focus on studies addressing labour markets, as this context provides the backdrop to the research presented here.
In this section we review the literature that explores how information transmitted through relationships affects
labour market outcomes such as being interviewed and getting a job. The first theoretical approach is weak tie
theory introduced by Granovetter (1973). This approach focuses on the strength of ties used in the process of
finding a job. Granovetter argued that the ties among members of a social clique are likely to be strong (frequent
and emotionally intense). Information obtained through strong ties is likely to be redundant as the individual
receiving the information is likely to have that piece of information already. Information obtained through strong
ties is more likely to be unique. Weak ties, in contrast, are ties between members from different social cliques,
who are likely to have diverse information. Granovetter found that weak ties will be more likely than strong ties
to channel timely information about job openings.
A more recent study provided robust evidence in support of the strength of the weak ties hypothesis. Yakubovich
(2005) re-cast the strength of the weak ties hypothesis into a proposition about the probability of getting a job as
a function of the within-actor differences in tie strength. He found that a worker‟s probability of obtaining a job
through one of his/her weak ties was higher than the probability of obtaining it through one of his/her strong ties.
Yakubovich addressed the possibility that the apparent network effects are actually a result of unobserved
individual productivity. He demonstrated that the strength of the tie does have an independent effect on the
probability of getting a job.
In one key study linking pre-existing relationships and information flow, Petersen et al. (2000) provided a
detailed case study of hiring in a mid-sized high-technology firm in California. These authors studied the entire
hiring process and found that hiring new workers on the basis of referrals from existing workers had a strong
impact on the outcome of all phases of the hiring process. The authors explained that their findings indicate that
some hiring channels have superior information transmission properties: “for the social networks, it is
unquestionably the quality of information they yield that counts.” (p. 811).
The relationship between information exchange and learning has been explicated in seminal work by Uzzi (1996,
1997, 1999). Repeated information exchange in „embedded‟ networks and relationships enables parties to learn
about their counter-parties in a very detailed way, which in turn enables them to adopt a really nuanced approach
in economic transactions with the parties with whom they are „embedded‟.
One implication of the studies described above is that learning is a property of relationships themselves, i.e. that
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actors learn both in successful transactions and in transactions that were commenced but never completed. This
property of transactions based on relationships has important implications for value capture, as we discuss below.
It is also a key property of the executive search process, enabling empirical testing of our predictions.
From the perspective of information flow and learning there is a distinction between successful/completed
exchanges and exchanges that were attempted but not completed. If an exchange is successful, learning can be
shared, as both parties can learn why each ended up exchanging with the other. However, if exchanges are not
completed, their completion must have been rejected by at least one party. If that is the case, learning becomes
asymmetric: the party that rejected completion of the transaction with the other knows why they did it, but the
other party may not learn (because the first party doesn‟t tell them, for instance). So for effectiveness of learning
to take place, it does not matter only that there was a rejection of a transaction, but also who rejected whom.
We propose that when party A and B commence discussions about a transaction, and party A rejects going ahead
with the transaction there will be more learning by party A than B, as party A knows why they have rejected. If,
subsequently, a new exchange between the same two actors is attempted, the value that the party A captures is
predicted to be greater. We propose that this logic applies in executive search. Specifically, we suggest that an
executive search firm will capture more value from searches it conducts with job candidates it already knows
when it has previously rejected these candidates and learned about the reasons for those rejections.
H1. Learning in executive search will increase value capture
In socialisation-based view relationships are often described as enabling flow of social support. For instance,
Fernandez et al. (2000) studied referral hiring to shed light on the notion of social capital. Referral hiring in their
context consisted of an organisation hiring job candidates who had previous relationships with the existing
employees and referred these candidates to the organisation. The authors suggested that through referral hiring
organizations were acting as “social capitalists” who invested in the social connections of their employees to
generate benefits in the form of better hiring outcomes. The authors found support for their argument of social
enrichment, as referral hires whose referrers stayed on the job turned over less than referrals whose referrers
resigned. The authors concluded that the benefits to hiring through social networks also flow through previously
unobserved socialisation mechanisms.
This landmark study stimulated subsequent studies that examined the exact mechanisms of socialisation and
social support in economic transactions. An example is Castilla (2005) who analysed the relationship between
referral hiring and employee performance. His analysis showed that performance declined for referrals whose
referrer left the organization.
There are grounds to suggest that socialisation/social support processes may have an impact in executive search.
The first reason is that at its core, executive search is a referral hiring process, where a search firm refers
candidates to the hiring firms. Secondly, executive recruitment is a social matching process where social
considerations play a role (Khurana, 2002; Finlay & Coverdill, 2002; Hamori, 2010; Cappelli, 2008; Groysberg,
2010). It is thus appropriate to consider how flows of social support and associated socialisation impact on the
value capture of executive search firms.
Repeated interactions between economic actors engender trust between them (Gulati, 1995; Poppo, Zhou & Li,
2015; Uzzi, 1997). However, not all interactions generate the same degree of trust. Those interactions in which
actors are more constrained due to their roles result in less trust generation (Perrone, Zaheer & McEvily, 2003).
Prior research has shown that the extent to which a role incumbent is autonomous in his/her role (i.e. has
discretion over his/her behaviour and decisions while enacting the role) shapes the extent of trust that those that
interact with him/her will place in him/her (Perrone et al., 2003). Actors have been shown to trust the role
incumbent less when the roles constrain their behaviour more.
Executive search is an appropriate context to study how prior relationships and associated socialisation between
actors facilitate value capture. If executive search consultants interact with executives in a less constrained role,
more trust will be generated (as per logic above). Specifically, executives are likely to put more trust in executive
search consultants working for the firm they have interacted with in the past when these consultants have been
less constrained in their roles. Trust should, in turn, reduce the time and effort that the search firm will need to
expand on getting executives as job candidates through the process and meeting the hiring firms. We thus
propose:
H2. In executive search greater trust will enable greater value capture by the search firms
2. Method
The setting for this study is executive search. It is a setting with three actors: executives, executive search firms,
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and firms hiring into executive-level vacancies (hiring firms). Executive search firms play the role of an
intermediary as they decide which job candidates they will introduce to their clients, i.e.: the hiring firms. They
generate lists of candidates they consider, and then present some candidates to the hiring firms. There is a
connection between composition of the consideration set and success of the search: when search firms identify a
number of candidates who turn out to be interested in a vacancy, and interesting to the hiring firms, the
assignment is likely to complete sooner. When a search assignment finishes sooner, executive search firms
capture more value as the fixed fee they receive for a completed search is generated with lower cost (due to a
shorter search). In executive search the fee is agreed with the hiring firms at the outset of the process, and
payment of the fee is not contingent on successful completion of the process (i.e. someone being hired).
We study value capture at a global executive search firm (“Execo”-a pseudonym), using data from its proprietary
electronic records on searches it conducted between January 2005 and May 2009. For prior relationships
between the candidates and Execo we use Execo‟s contact logs for the period between January 2001 and May
2009. Execo places executives in high-level positions across a variety of industries and job functions. The
sample used for the study consists of 924 observations (924 search assignments).
We take advantage of the fact that Execo conducted more than one search assignment for several hiring firms
during the observation period. We therefore construct a panel dataset where the unit of analysis is each “vacancy
by hiring firm”. This allows us to estimate the models using the hiring firm fixed effects, and thereby effectively
control for unobserved stable characteristics of hiring firms which could result in searches with some hiring
firms always being longer or shorter.
The dependent variable is assignment length. We operationalize assignment length as time elapsed between the
start date of the assignment, and the date a candidate was placed, or if no one was placed, Execo's last contact
with candidates on the assignment. This variable represents an approximation of the costs that the search firm
has incurred on a given assignment.
2.1 Independent Variables
We used the following independent variables in the study:
- Average number of jobs - not interested: we first added the number of times candidates in the current
consideration set rejected invitations for search firm or hiring firm interviews. We added those rejections across
the candidates in the consideration set, and then divided that number by the number of candidates (on average
over 60; for detail see descriptive statistics below). We followed the same procedure for the other kinds of prior
relationships listed below.
- Average number of jobs - not suitable: analogous to average number of jobs - not interested, but in those
situations it was when in the past searches the search firm or hiring firm decided to stop pursuing candidates that
made it to the consideration set for a current vacancy.
- Average number of general contacts: general contacts mean that an executive and the search firm engage in
basic social contact. Such social contact may be a meeting in which the executive and the search consultants
exchange information about the state of the industry or the market.
- Average number of client contacts: client contact develops when search consultants, in interactions with
executives, play the role of salespeople and client engagement managers.
- Average number of source contacts: source contacts develop when search consultants play the role of market
researchers and intelligence gatherers in interactions with executives.
2.2 Control Variables
We used the following control variables in the study:
- Margin: this variable is calculated as a ratio between the fee that the hiring firm agreed to pay to the search firm
to conduct the search assignment, and the maximum salary for the vacancy. Margin is one of the key parameters
used in the industry.
- Vacancy advertised: this is a dummy variable that takes on value 1 if the assignment was advertised, and 0 if it
was not.
- Number of candidates in the consideration set: this variable is a count of the number of candidates that were
included in the consideration set for the vacancy
- The search firm made a prior placement for the hiring firm: this variable takes on value 1 if Execo has between
2005 and the start date of the focal vacancy placed someone in the hiring firm
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- Execo a preferred supplier to the hiring firm: this variable is a dummy that takes on value 1 if at some point in
the past Execo and the hiring firm had a preferred supplier agreement in place.
- Prior search firm relationship with the hiring firm: this variable measures the number of search assignments
that the search firm has conducted for the hiring firm between January 2005 and the start date of the focal
assignment.
- Maximum salary for the position: the maximum salary for the position is the maximum base salary that the
hiring firm is willing to pay the successful candidate. This salary is set at the outset of the search. As the
distribution of this variable is skewed, we use the natural log of the absolute value in the analysis.
- Assignment industry controls: for every assignment the search firm codes the industries in which the hiring
firm operates. We include dummies for 16 industries: media, IT, pharmaceuticals, agriculture, finance,
professions, leisure, engineering and manufacturing, retail, energy, infrastructure, government, health, education,
NGO and other.
- Job function controls: for every assignment the search firm codes the job function(s) that the hired person will
occupy. We include dummies for 18 job functions: financial services professional, consultant, board member,
CFO, divisional finance director, CEO, divisional managing director, operations director, government, HR
director, marketing director, sales director, divisional sales director, legal and governance, non-executive director,
pharmaceuticals scientist, management-other, and other.
- Year controls: to control for the potential exogenous effects on the executive labour market (economic cycles,
corporate performance etc.) we include year dummies.
3. Analysis and Results
Table 1 below summarises the descriptive statistics.
Table 1. Summary of descriptive statistics
Vacancy level variables (N=924); only concluded
assignments (i.e. ongoing assignments omitted)
Variable

Assignment
length
(months)
Number of the search
firm‟s prior assignments
for the hiring firm
Vacancy salary
Vacancy
advertised
(1=yes)
Margin
(fee/vacancy
salary)
Number of candidates in
the consideration set
The search firm made a
prior placement for the
hiring firm (1=yes)

The search firm a preferred
supplier to the hiring firm
(1=yes)

.114

.101

0.540

No
one
placed
(N=463)
8.336

Someone
placed
(N=461)
7.896

p-value

Average number of jobs: not
interested

.259

.298

0.060

0.254

.343

.389

0.025

1.645

1.180

0.006

Average number of jobs: not
suitable
Average number of jobs: the
outcome unknown

.062

.066

0.470

160,217

154,627

0.322

.553

.623

0.108

.276

.436

0.000

.906

.326

0.516

1.27
2
.951

0.015

.322

Average number of general
contacts
Average number of client
contacts
Average number of source
contacts

60.086
.546

68.572
.518

0.016
0.394

Job industry (%)

.850

0.112

Job function (%)

Media

3.46

Infrastructure

6.28
9.42
0.76

Financial
services
professional
Consultant
Board member

10.3
9
1.08
4.33

IT
Pharmaceuticals

7.47
7.90

Government
Health

Agriculture

0.11

Education

0.32

CFO

7.03
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Marketing
director
Sales director
Divisional
sales director
Legal
and
governance

7.14
3.35
2.38
5.84
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Finance

33.87

NGO

1.30

Professions

8.23

Other

3.79

Leisure

6.28

Missing

0.00

Engineering
manufacturing
Retail
Energy

and

Divisional
director
CEO

finance

3.25
7.14

12.23

Divisional managing
director
Operations director

13.7
4
2.71

15.26
2.16

Government
HR director

4.00
4.65

Non-executiv
e director
Pharmaceutic
als scientist
Managementother
Other
Missing

1.41
1.19
21.0
0
14.6
1
0.32

On average the vacancy salary is £160,000 for vacancies where no one was placed (N=463, 50% of the sample)
and £155,000 where someone was placed (N=461, 50% of the sample). This means that the vacancies studied in
this article are at the very high end of the labour market.
Execo conducted 1.64 search assignments for the hiring firm before the assignments in the sample that ended up
with no placement, and 1.18 for those that ended in placement. It included on average 60 candidates on its
internal list of potentially suitable candidates for searches that didn‟t result in a placement, and 68 for searches
that did.
In terms of the search assignment industry, over a third of the assignments were in the finance industry (33.87%),
followed by retail (15.26%) and engineering and manufacturing (12.23%). The most represented job functions
were management-other (21.00%), divisional managing director (13.74%), and financial services professional
(10.39%). CEO searches represented around 7% of the sample.
We first analysed whether assignments that concluded successfully (i.e. with someone placed) differed in some
way from the unsuccessful ones (i.e. no-one placed). The difference in the length is not statistically significant.
The average length of the former is 8.33 months, while the latter is 7.89 months. The assignments that were
advertised and those with more candidates in the consideration set were more likely to result in a placement. The
assignments that ended in a placement also included candidates who have been rejected more in the past, and
who had more contacts in the client role with Execo. These results underline that not all kinds of prior
relationships are likely to lead to a successful completion of an assignment.
We then examined how different kinds of prior relationships affect the length of the assignment (and thereby
the value that is captured by the search firm). We estimated the OLS models in Table 2.
Table 2. OLS regressions predicting the length of the search assignment
Variable

Model 1 (hiring
firm fixed effects)

Model 2 (hiring
firm fixed effects)

Model 3 (hiring
firm fixed effects)

Margin (fee/vacancy salary)

3.2731
[3.019]
0.0271**
[0.005]
1.4148+
[0.823]
-0.5407
[0.750]
-0.2100+
[0.118]
2.2142*
[1.020]
0.1722
[0.411]
-0.0204
[0.648]

2.6852
[3.089]
0.0265**
[0.005]
1.1193
[0.917]
-0.6247
[0.796]
-0.2329+
[0.124]
1.9575+
[1.023]
0.2503
[0.455]
-0.0905
[0.647]
-2.9188
[1.826]

3.0015
[3.106]
0.0271**
[0.005]
1.3667
[0.904]
-0.3274
[0.846]
-0.2342+
[0.126]
2.2069*
[1.008]
0.0683
[0.483]
0.8336
[0.835]
-3.5443+
[2.023]

Number of candidates in the consideration set
Vacancy salary (ln)
Vacancy advertised (1=yes)
Number of the search firm‟s prior assignments for the
hiring firm
The search firm made a prior placement for the hiring
firm (1=yes)
The search firm a preferred supplier to the hiring firm
(1=yes)
Someone placed (1=yes)
Average number of jobs: not interested
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Average number of jobs: not suitable

-0.8869
[1.194]
4.4809
[3.440]
0.9199
[1.178]
-0.0777
[0.217]
0.2672
[0.488]

Average number of jobs: the outcome unknown
Average number of client contacts
Average number of general contacts
Average number of source contacts
Someone placed * number of jobs: not interested
Someone placed * number of jobs: not suitable
Constant
N observations (vacancies)
N of hiring firms
R-squared

-13.6087
[10.519]
924
489
0.178

-10.9938
[11.119]
924
489
0.186

0.4911
[1.717]
5.8230+
[3.472]
0.9459
[1.153]
-0.0623
[0.215]
0.2156
[0.482]
2.0030
[1.732]
-4.0843*
[1.844]
-14.9543
[10.899]
924
489
0.194

Note. + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01.
All tests are two-tailed.
Robust standard errors are clustered by the hiring firm.
All models include the following controls: assignment industry, job function, year dummies.
Number of jobs and contacts is measured as an average per candidate in the consideration set.
Reported R-squared is within R-squared.

Model 1 includes the controls. The assignments with a larger number of candidates in the consideration set take
longer to conclude. A more surprising finding is that the assignments take longer when the search firm has
already placed someone in the hiring firm. We do not have information on why this may be so. One potential
explanation might be that once the search firm places someone in the hiring firm, it gets the opportunity to work
on more complex and potentially more profitable searches, which may also take longer.
Model 2 includes the relationship variables. It turns out that none of the relationship variables significantly
impact the length of all assignments. In Model 3 we thus consider whether the impact of the prior relationships
may differentially affect the length of the successful versus unsuccessful assignments. We include the interaction
of the “someone placed” variable with the prior relationships. In the interest of brevity we are presenting the
results with the interactions of “someone placed” with the average number of jobs not interested, and not suitable.
The results are the same if we include the full set of the interaction terms with other relationship variables (and
none of the other interaction terms are significant).
Model 3 contains an interesting result: the assignments with candidates who have been rejected before, and that
result in a placement, are shorter than the other assignments where someone was placed. According to this result
prior relationships with the candidates, built through the search firm/the hiring firm rejections, enable the search
firm to capture more value in the search assignments.
This result requires careful interpretation from the perspective of our hypotheses. In hypothesis 1 we predicted
that more learning in executive search will increase value capture, while in hypothesis 2 we predicted that
greater trust in executive search will enable greater value capture by the search firms. Amongst the relationship
variables most closely corresponding to the notion of learning are two rejection variables-“not interested” and
“not suitable”. Model 3 indicates the latter variable has a significant effect on the length of searches ending in a
placement.
The notion of trust, on the other hand, is most closely captured in general relationships. In general relationships
search consultants are least constrained in their role as they do not have a particular mandate from the search
firm to achieve something from that interaction, as they do in other interactions (candidate, client and source). As
per trust literature referenced above, lesser role constraint when a search consultant performs general role should
engender more trust in candidates for vacancies, which should make dealing with them in subsequent searches
less demanding and in turn should shorten searches with those candidates. We don‟t find a significant effect of
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that variable.
Our results thus suggest that in the context of executive search value capture is affected by learning, but not trust.
This is indicated by the significant effect of the interaction term between “someone placed” and “number of jobs
candidates have been rejected for in the past”. It is worth noting that this effect is not driven by just general
learning, but rather specific learning about candidates that comes from rejecting them. This effect was not
present in searches that ended without a placement, which is consistent with our logic: the latter searches lasted
longer and meant the search firm captured less value in them than in successful searches.
As per magnitude of the effect, the coefficient on the interaction term is -4.0843. Main coefficient on “not
suitable” is 0.49, meaning that if the number of jobs not suitable per person goes up by 1, the assignment is on
average longer for 0.5 months. However, in assignments that end in placement it is 3.5 months shorter. Since the
average length of searches that ended in a placement in this sample is 7.89 months, reduction in length by 3.5
months means such assignments will be 45% shorter. Value captured due to relationship-based learning can thus
be almost half greater than when there is absence of such learning.
4. Discussion
The theme of this article is economic value. We address the question of how does economic value get distributed
among participants in transactions. We specifically focus on how pre-existing relationships between actors
participating in a transaction shape value capture.
We have focused on the effect of relationships on value capture because the extant literature demonstrated that: 1)
relationships contribute to generation of economic value (Granovetter, 1973; Ferriani, Fonti, & Corrado, 2013;
Uzzi, 1996, 1997, 1999; Gulati, 1995; Fernandez et al., 2000; Castilla, 2005; Petersen et al., 2000); and 2)
division of value between participants in transactions may be uneven and some parties may capture more
(Fernandez-Mateo, 2007; Bidwell & Fernandez-Mateo, 2010). We built on this literature and developed
hypotheses that suggest that value capture by one party will be greater when that party learns more in the
previous relationships and when those relationships lead to development of trust.
We have examined value capture in the context of executive search. We defined value capture as proportional to
length of a search assignment. We then analysed the relationship between five types of pre-existing
candidate/search firm relationships and length of search. We predicted that value capture will increase with 1)
greater learning by the search firm about candidates and 2) greater trust development through relationships. We
conducted fixed effects analysis which enabled us to control for explanations that would relate the results to
stable differences between hiring firms. We also controlled for a number of other potential explanations, most
significant among them that value capture is dependent on the fee that the search firm gets for the search. We
didn‟t find support for that explanation in our data.
We found that length of the search is significantly reduced when the candidates on the list were more frequently
rejected in the past by the search firm. This effect holds for searches that resulted in a placement. We interpret
this as evidence of learning in relationships that supports value capture (with delayed effect). We haven‟t found
the hypothesised effect of trust in the data.
These findings provide four contributions to the literature on value capture: first, they provide further evidence
that value capture is enabled by prior relationships between actors in the transaction. In that way the article
extends the literature on value creation and value capture through relationships. Second, the findings suggest that
social support/trust and learning that flow through relationships may have a distinct effect on the ability of actors
to capture value; in some contexts, such as our context of executive search, learning may be the key to value
capture. This has implications for how we understand the role of social context in transactions. A macro-social
context such as institutional rules may shape what is acceptable and desirable in transactions and in that way
impact upon the value actors can capture (see Khurana, 2002). At micro level, direct one-to-one relationships
between actors can facilitate value capture, as they enable one party to learn a great deal about how to work with
the other party to capture value.
Third, value capture may be a delayed effect of relationships developed over a period of time. Much of the
literature referenced above invokes delayed effects of relationships, and in this article we provide evidence for
value capture. Fourth, the results suggest that value may be captured in situations that are not strictly competitive,
on the basis of a relationship with a non-competitor. We have shown that value capture may take place through a
non-competitive process, while it has traditionally been portrayed as an outcome of a competitive process (Porter,
1980). A classic example of value capture in relationships is brokerage (Burt, 1992; Gould & Fernandez, 1989;
Fernandez & Gould, 1994), where broker captures value by engineering competition for resources between the
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brokered parties and playing them off.
This study has limitations that are worth explicating as they may suggest future directions of research. One
limitation is that we are unable to measure learning and accumulation of trust directly, but need to infer it from
descriptions of relationships given to us by our informants from Execo. Future research could try to measure
those directly, using archival data for learning and surveys for trust. Direct data might provide some insight into
why trust or social support that flows through relationships may not have a significant impact on value capture.
Another limitation is that we lack detailed data that would give us an indication of how exactly learning impacts
upon value capture. This is a question of interest for economic sociology and organisational theory, as well as
business strategy and economics. The effect found in this study might prompt scholars in those other areas to
seek data that would help shed light on this interesting and important phenomenon. A third limitation is that we
have little insight into why the effect of relationships is strong in searches that end in placement, but not in the
ones that do not. This opens a broader question of the scope conditions of the effect found in our study. We
demonstrated the existence of the effect; future research might provide evidence around the conditions that
stimulate or hinder it, which would be a valuable contribution to our understanding of value capture and the role
of relationships within it.
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